
what is your first financial destination 


and how will you get there? 

We have decided to look at our financial lives as a financial adventure! We have a map 
in place and we have our compass to track our journey.  The next step is to think about 
where we are going.. our financial destination.  

An adventure without a destination would seem strange wouldn’t it?  Setting financial 
goals - is the focus now.  Goal setting is a commitment and can seem a bit scary for 
some people but if you start small and then concentrate on daily steps, the process is 
extremely rewarding. 

Before we start let's have a look at which of the money types is at the wheel of your 
financial bus right now- because this will affect how you approach and feel about: 

● goal setting 
● get excited about the goals you have set 
● reaching your goals  

Using the money types, let's see how each might react when given the idea of 
creating a financial milestone for you to reach. 

● Your Innocent will have difficulty deciding on the goal 
● Your Victim will think that goal setting is doomed to failure so why bother 
● Your Martyr will feel too busy to have time for goals. Also the goal will also 

seem extra hard as they will have to be perfect in all aspects of it too! 
● Your Fool won’t want to take the time to work out timelines or look at strategy 
● Your Tyrant will find goal setting easy but won’t be satisfied with what they 

have achieved 
● Your Creator Artist – could be a great help OR could shy away from goals if the 

goal feels too materialistic 

For effective goal setting your Magician and Warrior are needed to help you.  Wake 
them up!  It is time to take action and trust that you will succeed. 

What kind of goals might I set? 

Goals work well with time scales.  Here are some guidelines for goal setting 

• Mini goals - up to six months 

• Short term goals  – 6 months to 5 years  

• Mid-term goals - 5 to 10 years 

• Long-term goals – 10 years plus 



Examples of goals might be: 

● Saving for a special night out 
● Building a pot of money for emergencies 
● Pay off debts 
● Buy a car 
● Save for a holiday 
● Increase income 
● Pay off your mortgage early 
● Save extra for retirement 
● Save for a wedding or children 

 

Let’s Start Getting Specific 

Once you have decided how big or small your first goal is going to be, set a target date 
to start your journey.   Whatever the size of the goal this is an exciting step. 

Prioritise the Goal - how important is it to you? 

Think about whether the goal is a “want” or a “need”.  You may have a short term goal 
to build up an emergency fund which is critical so in the “need” category.  But you 
have another short-term goal to upgrade your car – which is working perfectly well – 
this would be a “want” rather than a “need”.   

If you are finding funding both goals a challenge, focus on the critical one first. 

Keep Your Why in Mind 

The reason you want to achieve this goal or reach this destination will be the motivator 
to keep you going.  If you find that you drift off course don’t worry – get back on track 
as soon as you can.  If however you lose motivation and when you revisit the goal the 
result does not excite you, you may want to change the goal. 

You could also use the SMART system to get to your financial destinations.  I find this 
system very motivating as it helps me map out a clear path to success… 

S   Specific. Be specific on what you want to achieve.  What EXACTLY do you want 
to accomplish?  Try using ten words or less to describe the goal - this will help to 
make it specific.  For example “Save £5000 for Wedding in June 2023”. 

M   Measurable.  Put some flags in the sand along the way – quarter way there, 
halfway etc.  You can also try “if I do this, then that”.  EG If I give up having one take 
away a month, I will save £XX by X date.   



A    Achievable.  Setting goals that are achievable is vital for success.  Wanting to 
buy a super yacht by next year when you are currently earning minimum wage won’t 
work.   

R   Relevant or rewarding.  This is where your why comes in.  A goal without a 
purpose is unlikely to succeed.  How important is reaching this goal to you?  What will 
the reward be when you get there?  Feeling motivated and finding the dedication to 
succeed helps when you have a strong reason behind it - a sense of purpose.  

T   Time-bound.  Great goals are time-limited.  They are completed within a very 
specific time frame.  This provides the pressure needed so that you can consistently 
work on your goal.  This is where you ask the all important WHEN question - WHEN will 
I achieve my goal?  30 days from now?  Six weeks?  Six months? 

Here are some questions to help you set your goals.  Write down the answers and look 
at them when you lose motivation and need a boost to get back on track 

 Where have you decided to go?  What is your goal? 

 Is your goal specific enough? 

 How will you measure your goal? 

 When do you plan to achieve your goal? 

 What will you feel and see on your journey? 

 What will you feel when you have reached your destination and the goal is met? 

 Who can you share your journey with? 

 What are your friends or colleagues' chosen goals or destinations?  Can you share 
and help each other? 

 How much FUN can you have getting there?  

I would like to wish you good luck and if you would like to share your plans with me 
that would be great! 


